
July 6, 2022 

Back the Madness and Frustration 
 

It doesn’t take long for the craziness to embrace you. All you have to do is get up. Our plan was 

to leave the house by 9:00am, zip up to the Caribbean Market and replenish the bare cupboards 

and the empty refrigerator in our 2nd floor apartment. Just was we were about to leave, Steph’s 

mom called saying she was not feeling well. Steph grabbed her medical kit and off she went. I 

followed.  

 

 
 

It was really nothing serious. I cracked a few jokes and we left. We quickly set out for Petionville. 

One of the back dirt roads was closed. They are going to pave it, which means this short stretch 

of dirt road will be closed for two months. They use construction techniques from the 1950’s. So, 

we were forced to take a detour of a really bad dirt road that is littered with trash. At one point 

on a steep uphill section of the road, the tires were spinning on the dirt and trash. I stopped the 

car and shifted to four-wheel drive and up we went without a problem. When I reached a paved 

section of the road, I stopped the car and shifted back to rear-wheel drive. Within seconds that 

car started acting strangely. It lost all power. At the worst possible place. The car would not move. 

I was blocking traffic. A big truck almost hit us. Even though I had the hazard flashing lights on, 

Haitians seem to think I’m making a left and right turn at the same time. When a car breaks down, 

the driver puts a branch of a tree on the rear bumper. This means the car is broken down. No one 

gets agitated. Steph got out of the car, found a branch and stuck it on the back of the car.  

 

She called Michel. We couldn’t call Gabens because the government agency that oversees 

orphanages invited the leaders from the top eight orphanage to attend a special seminar on the 

rights of children and the protection of children. Gabens and the social worker attended the 

seminar. Afterward, SCCC would be given a certificate that we had received this special training 

course…and as a result we might receive some form of assistance from a foundation in America. 

 



So there I was, standing behind the Xterra under the blazing sun. My concern was not getting 

overheated, but getting kidnapped. I took some comfort in the fact that we were not on a main 

road, which I hoped would lessen the chances of something bad happen. 

 

Within a short period of time, Michel arrived on the scene on his motorcycle. He had his bag of 

tools. He got inside the car and fiddled with something under the dashboard. Tools were spread 

all over the floor. In under five minutes he emerged from the car and told Steph the problem was 

fixed. I could not believe it. I asked for an explanation. I should not have bothered. The Creole 

translation into English still sounded like Greek to me. Steph said the “booster” was bad. I said, 

“What the heck is a booster. I got a Covid booster shot, but I never heard of a booster in a car.” 

Michel explained how the “booster” worked. The translation did not clarify anything. What I 

assumed was that sometimes when you go from 4-wheel drive to 2-wheel drive something could 

go wrong with the brakes…and the booster fixes it. I was surprised to hear Michel said it was OK 

to drive the car and that he would get a replacement booster later in the day. 

 

And so, we continued on our way…only with a degree of trepidation. We made it the market 

without incident. By now, it was so late, we needed a snack before shopping. The chicken wraps 

from the café where inhaled in the car. Then shopping. Steph’s shops for the adult stuff, while I 

handle the kid’s stuff, cat food (Steph’s cats live with her mother), bird seed, cookies and apples 

for the kids. The first half of the drive home was fine. Then we hit a stretch of road that is all down 

hill with just a few curves. Normally, I coast on this part of the road. Suddenly when I took my 

foot off the gas pedal, instead of coasting and even picking up speed, the car began so slowdown, 

quicky…as if I were applying the brakes. I told Steph, saying this is not normal, something is 

wrong. When the road leveled out a bit and I needed to accelerate, there was hardly any power. 

We were less than 15 minutes from home. I was just hoping to make it. I felt it was dangerous to 

drive the car, but I had to keep going. We took the dangerous Delmas, 33 main road instead of 

the bad back roads. There were two sections of the road that were slightly uphill. The car had a 

bit of a problem on both. But the steepest uphill section of the road is just before we turn off 

Delmas, 33 on to the road which will lead us to the road up to out home. Before I hit this section 

of the road, I told Steph that if for any reason we must slow down, the car won’t make. 

 

And so it came to pass. The car died about 100 feet short of where we needed to turn. I told Steph 

to call Michel. I got out and stood behind the car. I was looking to spot an empty top-top I could 

hire to transport Steph and the food (especially the frozen food) to SCCC. I felt extremely 

vulnerable to be standing on the road that is notorious for shooting and kidnappings. After 

standing in the heat and dust for about ten distressing minutes, I spotted and empty tap-tap 

coming up the hill. I waved for him to stop. He drove past me, slowly. I saw him glance and me. 

He pulled over in front of the Xterra. Steph ran to him. He agreed to take her to SCCC (under a 

ten-minute ride); he even helped moved the boxes of food to the tap-tap. I gave her 1,300 gourdes 

(about 11 bucks), and off they went. But before leaving, she ran back to the Xterra and said the 

Michel said to start the again. I watched as the tap-tap made the right-hand turn. I started the car. 

Amazingly, it started and the car was able to drive. I drove slowly. My only real hope was to get 

the heck off Delmas, 33.  



 

The car kept going. It almost stalled once. I had only three more turns to go. After the third turn 

I was on the home stretch. But the road is rocky and steep. I made it half way up the steep part 

when I lost power. I slowly let the car back down the hill. At this time, Michel reached the place 

where the car had stopped on Delmas,33. He called Steph and said Mr. Gerry is not there. They 

both panicked, assuming I had been kidnapped. After turning off the car, I restarted it again and 

made a second attempt at the hill. I made. When I reach SCCC, the tap-tap was backing out of 

out gate. Steph was there. She came running to me, telling me she was frightened that I had been 

kidnapped.   

 

We were in the apartment just a few minutes, when the doorbell rang. It was Gabens. He heard 

about the second breakdown and the “disappearance” of Mr. Gerry. So he left the seminar and 

rushed home. I told him the entire story of the two breakdowns. Then I got very serious with him. 

I said that the Xterra should have been serviced while I was in Florida and that the top priority 

now was getting me a safe car that will not breakdown every time I drive exposing me to perils 

of being kidnapped. While I was in Florida, I was told the found a 2007 Toyota SUV with 160,000 

miles on it. I said no. Too old, too many miles; we’ll being repairing something every month. 
 

Then Gabens told me that Michel had called him this morning saying he found a 2015 Toyota 

Four Runner with only 35,000 miles on it. The price was $31,000. While we were talking, Michel 

was at the used car place and said the owner could not sell it for under 30K. We offered $28,000. 

He turned the offered. Michel said the dealer showed him a paper from the owner not to accept 

an offer lower than 30K. Michel sent us photos. I had Gabens tell him we would give him $500 in 

cash today and would have the balance wired to us from America. He agreed. Gabens and I went 

to see the car. Steph came along for the ride. The car was in mint condition. I took some photos.  
 

 
 

I had Gebens translate some concerns I had with the dealer. I spoke about SCCC and our bad luck 

with cars. He thought I was trying to get him to lower the price. I said no. I understand the price 

is firm. What I wanted to know, based on my experience with the Subaru, is what guarantee do I 



have if something goes wrong with the car. I was hoping to get a least a three-month warranty. 

He said that if anything goes wrong with the engine or transmission with five months, he would 

have it repaired. Things like shock absorbers were not covered. I said fine. We shook hands. 
 

We went into the office. There was no electricity to run the air conditioner, or the fan, or the copy 

machine. A young woman hand-wrote two copies of the agreement, saying we gave a $500 down 

payment and would bring a check for $29,500 by next Tuesday. It took forever for her to write it 

all out twice. Our bookkeeper will wire the money to Gabens.  
 

 
 

While the woman was writing, two guys came into the office. They wanted the red Toyota we 

just purchased. The owner of the used car dealer said the car came in just this morning.  
 

Later I told Gabens had I not been left in such a vulnerable position twice earlier in the day I 

probably would not have bought this car. Toyota Four Runners and Land Cruisers, and Patrol 

and the biggest selling cars in Haiti. The big NGO’s all have Land Cruisers. There was one on the 

car lot. The price was $60,000; not sure of the year. All the giant pickup trucks sell for more than 

that. The rough roads make those the car of choice for those with money. I felt really blessed to 

find a seven-year-old vehicle with so few miles for just $5,000 more than I had hoped to spend. 

But good cars are really hard to find in Haiti at this time.  
 

I might add that a few years, before all the murders and kidnappings became daily events, I was 

never concerned about a car breaking down while I was out. There were many times, I called 

Michel and just waited for him to come. I never felt vulnerable. Things are very different now. I 

need a car in which I can feel safe and confident the car will not breakdown. 

 

Gabens will use the Subaru to go home at night.  


